In this paper, we present the idea and methodologies on predicting the age span of users over microblog dataset. Given a user's personal information such as user tags, job, education, self-description, and gender, as 
Introduction
Nowadays, microblogging services, such as Twitter and Sina Weibo, play an important role in our daily life. The rapid development of microblogging platform has introduced lots of challenging issues in many research areas including event detection, sentiment analysis, user classification, and so on, because of the rich information generated by the large number of microblogging users.
The study of this paper is based on a dataset collected from Sina Weibo [1] . We aim at predicting the age ranges of given users, which is an important attribute of a microblog user. The dataset contains over one million users and their basic information including user ID, tags, job, personal description, age, gender, and education level, as well as the content of the microblogs (in which the words were mapped into unique numbers) posted by them. Our work is to build a system for predicting users' age range which is predefined as [0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and above 35.
This paper describes the method we present to solve the problem described above. We leverage the observable information and extract a set of features that are helpful in predicting the age range of user. Those features include: linguistic user base features (content of tags, job, education, and self-description), content of user microblogs, and numeric features (the posted count of user microblogs, count of words in users' tag, count of words in users' job, etc.). We finally employ a statistic-based method to accomplish this task.
Our experimental results show that our method has a classification precision of around 71% on average over the given dataset.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly summarize the related work. Section 3 describes the general framework of our method. Section 4 gives the experimental result, and conclusions as well as future work are in Section 5.
Since microblog platforms attract large amount of register users and contains rich information, researchers are now paying more and more attention on mining useful knowledge from microblog platforms such as Twitter and Sina Weibo. Those research mainly focus on two typical problems, one is knowledge extraction on microblogs. Since microblog data is multi-domain and short in length, it needs new methods to deal with those noisy but informative data, the real-time attribute of microblog data is another challenge for knowledge extraction researchers. The other typical problem of researches on microblog is how to mine user-based information such as the analysis of social network and user information extraction. For the two typical problems, there are hot research areas such as event detection [15, 16, 8, etc.,] , sentiment analysis [17, 18, etc.,] , user classification and user-based attributes mining. The latter two research areas are most relevant to our work.
Classify users in microblog platform such as Twitter and Sina Weibo is a meaningful work and thus attracts more and more researchers to participate in. In those works researchers always define several user-based categories in different views then classify a user into one of them. In the literature [9] , the researchers classified Twitter users into many fields such as political orientation or ethnicity. In [10] , Twitters users were classified into three kinds of users (i.e., information seeking users, information sharing users and friend making users) by analyzing users' social network. In [11] , three classes for a Twitter user were defined, which are human, bot and cyborg then employed mainly two kinds of features (i.e., frequency of posting tweets and content of tweets) to perform classification. Twitter user accounts can also be divided into open accounts and closed accounts [13] , in which the open accounts refer to users who publish information to general public and their intentions is to promotion products, services or themselves, while the closed accounts are those who mainly post for their daily lives. In [13] , the classification was conducted based on user profiles and their followers' distribution.
Another research area which is related to our work is user-based attribute detection. Those user-based attributes include users' gender, location, interests and any other items which related to a user. Mining user-based attributes is first done on normal text, blogs, e-mails, etc., For those traditional well written text sources, there are previous works which aim at detecting user attributes based on user communication streams. For example [3, 4, 5 and 6] detect user gender from text, blogs, reviews and e-mails respectively. As to microblog platform, [12] extracts the location of a Twitter user based purely on the content of a user's tweets, the work estimates k possible locations for each user in descending order of confidence. [7] uses some simple features such as n-gram model to classify latent user attributes (e.g., location of origin, age, etc.,) in Twitter. [14] utilizes user-centric features and graph-based features for automatic user classification and profiling. [15] produces a method to predict the personality of Twitter users. They utilize the user profile information and employ machine learning techniques to finish the work.
User-based attributes play an important role in describing a microblog user. In this work we focus on extracting an important attribute of a user, i.e. the age of a user. Here the age of a user is divided into four spans, i.e., [0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , [24-35] and above 35. Different from the works we mentioned above, in our dataset words are mapped into unique numbers, so we could not obtain any domain information in our work. In our work we extract features based on user base information (e.g., user tags, user jobs, etc.,) as well as user microblog content and employed a statistic-based model to finish the task.
The General Framework for User Age Prediction
The framework of our method is shown in Figure 1 . 
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Figure 1. The Framework of our Method
We first perform preprocessing on the original dataset to obtain statistic information about the dataset. Then, we extract three types of features on those preprocessed data. Finally, we make classification on the dataset.
Preprocessing
As the original dataset is quite large and contains some noise information, we first make preprocessing on the dataset. The preprocessing includes word filtering, term frequency calculation and co-occurrence matrix calculation.
Word Filtering. As we mentioned above, the Chinese words in microblogs are preprocessed and mapped into unique numbers in the dataset, so we could not manually construct a stop word list to filter the stop words. Therefore, we simply abandon the words which have a significant high term frequency (e.g.,"77" in the dataset) or those rarely appearance (e.g.,"63385"). The word filtering procedure is performed on each linguistic item (user base information and microblog content) respectively.
Term Frequency Calculation. In order to extract linguistic features, we calculate frequency for both the unigrams and the bigrams of the whole training dataset. For each word w i , we calculate the term-frequency TF i (shown in Formula 3.1), as well as its term-frequency under each age range r c , which is represented as TF i,c (shown in Formula 3.2). Here, we introduce the total term-frequency of age range r c for smooth. For the bigram case, we calculate the bigram frequency under the whole corpus and each range for each consecutive two-word-pair in users' microblog content and self-description content, as to tag, job and education, we calculate the frequency for each pair of words no matter they are consecutive or not.
Co-Occurrence Matrix Calculation. Since two words that simultaneously appear in many microblogs or user item fields may provide similar information, we pre-calculate the term co-occurrence matrix which is to be used in the next process of classification. The cooccurrence matrixes include the user microblog term matrix MM, the user tag term matrix TM, the user job term matrix JM, the user education term matrix EM, and the user selfdescription term matrix DM. Note that elements in those matrixes are in probabilistic format that range from zero to one.
Feature Selection
In this section we describe in detail how we derive a set of features from the dataset after preprocessing. The extracted features are finally classified into three types:
(1) Linguistic user base information features, such as content of tags, jobs, education, and self-description.
(2) User microblog features. This feature is based on the content of user microblogs. (3) Numeric features, such as user microblog count, count of words in user tag, count of words in user job, and so on.
Linguistic User-Based Features & Microblog Content Features
The user base information provided by the dataset can help characterize a user and predicting a user's age range. People with different ages may use different lexical items in their personal information fields. For example those users with "university" in their education field may not be under 18 years old, and those with "youngster" in their tag field may not be above 35 years old. Note that since in this dataset words were mapped into unique numbers, introducing domain knowledge about words is not practicable in our work, so we employed statistic method to extract the linguistic user base features.
Typical Words. Since the count of words in each item of user base information as well as user microblog content is quite large (with over 50K different words in tag item, over 30K different words in job item, etc.,), and some words have strong ability to distinguish different classes but many are not. Here we select typical words which could be used to well distinguish different age ranges for each item by employing the entropy measurement.
Given n categories described as four age ranges r c (c = 1, 2, 3, 4), the term-frequency TF i for each word w i and the term-frequency under each categories TF i,c we obtain from preprocessing step, we employed the entropy statistic for word w i as Formula 3.3. 
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The entropy measurement could help to decide whether a given word have strong ability in distinguishing different categories. We calculate the entropy for each words in different user base information item as well as user microblog content, then we select typical words respectively by both entropy and word frequency that satisfied Formula 3.4.
Here we tuned the parameter  and K by experiment.
Other Words. Since the typical words we obtained above are just part of the whole word set, many users' user base information does not contain any of the typical words. In this case, we need to employ some process on those non-typical words.
Suggest we have got M typical words for an item t, M is far less than the size of the whole word set, and a given user has a word list wlist t = {w 1 , w 2 , … , w n } for item t, where none of w i is a typical word, we employ two methods to process wlist t , namely the word mapping method and the individual probabilistic method.
 Word Mapping. As we describe in Section 3.1, we calculate the term co-occurrence matrix for all the user base information items. Here we just map each word in wlist t into each typical word by their co-occurrence value. After that we could obtain an Melement vector of which each element represents the co-occurrence frequency of the word with a typical word and values from zero to one.
 Individual Probabilistic. Here we do not map those non-typical words into a typical words co-occurrence vector, instead, we calculate the combination probability of all non-typical words under each class c respectively by their term frequency and make use of the result in further classification step, as shown in Formula 3.5. 
Numeric Features
People of different ages may have added different counts of words in their user base information, for example the ratio of users whose word count in job item is zero in age range [0-18] is larger than users in other age ranges. This is because those users may be too young to get a job. So we extract the numeric features that could be listed as word count in microblog count, tag, job, education and self-description. We manually partition the total count value set into spans (e.g., count 0 as span 0, count 1,2,3 as span 1, etc.,) and calculate the count span frequency CSF i,c of span i under each class c as features, as shown in Formula 3.6. 
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Classification
Here we introduce our method for classification. For each user to be classified, we assign a score for each of the four age spans and choose the range with a max score as the result. The score contains two parts (as shown in Formula 3.7): the linguistic feature score ling_score and the numeric feature score num_score. The parameter α is tuned as 0.8 in the experiment.
Ling_Score. As we introduced in Section 4, we got M typical words for each item and tried two methods to process the non-typical words. For the word mapping method, we got an M-element vector with its i-th element represents the weight of the i-th typical word. So the linguistic feature score for non-typical words nt_ling_score under age range c is defined in Formula 3.8. For the individual probabilistic method, we got the combination probability of non-typical words under each age range c, so the nt_ling_score could be represented as Formula 3.9. We test the two methods while experiment and find the individual probability method performs better, so we employ the individual probability method to finish the task, we will show the details of our experiment in Section 4.
In both cases, we get typical word score as well, for each user to be classified, we obtain the typical words appeared in each item of user base information, and the score of typical words t_ling_score is defined as Formula 3.10. At last we combine the score of typical words and non-typical words as the ling_score (shown in Formula 3.11), the parameter β is tuned as 0.6 by experiment. Num_Score. The score of numeric feature in our method is also in probability format. We first get the count span of different items and calculate the combination probability of different items under each age range c, as shown in Formula 3.12. Here CSF i,c is the count span frequency of span i over age range c.
Apart from the feature scores we describe above, we employ some strong n-gram rules to enhance the performance of the result. Those rules include the unigrams and bigrams which only occur in one of the four age range. We give higher scores for those strong n-gram rules.
Performance Evaluation
In this section we show the performance of our method. We first describe the dataset we use then show our experiment results when using different features and under different values of parameters.
Dataset
The dataset we used is collected from Sina Weibo, the most popular microblog service in China. There are 1.12 million users in the dataset, along with their user profile information and microblog post information. The user profile information includes user ID (which is anonymized), tags, jobs, personal description, gender, education and age. Microblog post information contains microblogs which posted by a specific user (retweet content and name mentioned is removed, content with Chinese words are mapped into unique numbers).
Results
Here we describe our experiment results. As we shown in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, we extract linguistic features which contain scores for typical words and scores for non-typical words. For typical words, the count of typical words K is crucial to the result. For non-typical words, we test two methods to deal with this feature, i.e. the word mapping method and the individual probabilistic method. And for both set of words, we use unigram and bigram to represent the features. So in our experiments, we test mainly three groups of methods: 1) the results under different values of K; 2) the results for word mapping method and individual probabilistic method when dealing with non-typical words; 3) the result when utilize bigram feature and only utilize unigram feature. The results of those experiments are shown in Table  1 to Table 3 , and Figure 2 to Figure 3 . Due to the fact that there are many users without typical words given in their user base information and microblog content, and some users even do not publish any microblogs, we divide our dataset into three categories, i.e., users with typical words, users without typical words and users without microblogs. We list the results under different categories. Figure 2 shows the percentage of users with typical words, without typical words and without microblogs when we choose different values of K, we could discover that with the decrease of K, the percentage of users with typical words is decrease while users without typical words is increase, that could lead to the change of precision under each category as well as the overall precision. Note that the result we list for each category of the users does not include the strong rules, when employing strong rules, the overall precision would have some increase. As shown in Figure 3 , the best result of users with typical words is when K=750, but since the percentage of users with typical words is relatively small, it's not the best choice of K for the overall result. Here we choose K=1500 for our number of typical word under each item. Table 1 and Table 2 show the result of employing different methods for feature representation. Here we utilize individual probabilistic method and employing bigram feature since they show higher precision on the dataset. Table 3 shows our best performance, the overall precision of our method is around 71%, and the performance in the category that the typical words are given is even higher, i.e., 73.5%.
Conclusions
In this work we employed a statistic-based framework to solve the problem of user age span classification. For a given user with his/ her user base information and microblog content, we predict the age span of the user which could be in [0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , [24-35] and above 35 years old. For our best performance, we could obtain an overall precision of around 71%. By testing for different values of parameters and different methods of feature representation, we have some conclusions as follows:
(1) The number of typical words could affect the classification result, so choosing a proper number is important.
(2) When dealing with non-typical words, an individual probabilistic method could obtain better result compared with word mapping method. That is because the performance of mapping into typical words depends on the quality of typical words.
(3) By utilize bigram feature, we could obtain better result since it contains more semantic information. The weakness of our method lies in that for users whose user base information contains no typical words and users who do not post microblogs, the precision of age prediction is relatively low, so in our future work, we may focus on extracting more features to deal with users of these two cases.
